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Overview!
•  Questions:!

•  phylogenetic diversity!

•  whether RA differs between groups (DE analysis)!

•  how outcome of interest depends on RA (regression)!

•  how RA depend on each other (correlation, network analysis)!

•  Challenges:!

•  normalization!

•  sparse vectors of proportions with unit sum!

•  high-dimension due to many types of microbes!



16s rRNA (Amplicon 
sequencing)!

•  makes 80% of total bacterial RNA!

•  detect rare members with high sensitivity!

•  serve as unique markers for different bacteria!

•  assume the same number of copies of this gene!

•  counts data with sparsity!

•  no information about bacterial gene inventory and functionality!

•  not highly sensitivity in identifying bacteria at species/strain 
level!



mapping methods!
•  use existing phylogenetic tree in a taxonomic-dependent way!

•  clustering into OTU (operational taxonomic units) at 97% 
similarity!

•  OTUs only approximate bacterial species!

•  each OTU has a representative DNA sequence!

•  most OTUs are extremely low and often are found only once 
(maybe due to sequencing error)!

•  often aggregate OTUs from the same genus, robust to 
sequencing errors!



Shotgun Metagenomic 
Sequencing!

•  Features:!

•  yields tens to hundreds of millions of short reads!

•  functional and biological information of microbial communities!

•  can construct draft genome sequences for individual bacteria!

•  may detect new species!

•  for detecting rare taxa, much deeper sequencing is needed compared to 16S!

•  can assign reads to species or even strain level!

•  two quantification methods:!

•  alignment-based: 1) to genomes 2) to maker genes!

•  composition-based!



Alignment to Complete 
Genomic Sequence!

•  match reads to known complete sequences of 
thousands of species, using BLAST (basic local 
alignment search tool)!

•  tool: MEGAN (Huson 2011), GAAS (Angly 2009)!

•  problem: !

•  results in a large number of falsely identified 
species with very low abundance!

•  reads may map to multiple genomes!



Alignment to Marker genes!
•  fewer computational challenges!

•  Segata (2012) uses clade-specific marker genes for unambiguous 
assignment to quantify species abundance!

•  tool: MetaPHlAn!

•  2887 genomes —> 400,141 marker genes!

•  spans 1,221 species, with an average 231 marker genes/species!

•  RA is based on mapped reads for each species, adjusting for marker 
length and total mapped reeds!

•  Marker-specific effect: for one species, some markers have more 
reads than others (see a poisson model in their paper of 2017)!



Differential Abundance 
Analysis!

•  Count data (16s rRNA):!

•  parallel to RNA-seq DE analysis but different!

•  DESeq not working well, due to sparsity and over-dispersion !

•  tool: empirical Bayes modeling of mixture of zeros and log-normals!

•  Composition data (metagenomics)!

•  two-sample t test for abundant taxa!

•  Fisher’s exact test for rare taxa!

•  zero-adjusted beta regression to model the group effect on taxon 
(presence or absence, relative abundance)!





High dimensional compositional 
data as regression covariates!

•  High-dimensional: thousands of species or taxa!

•  Challenges due to sum-to-one constrain!

•  Interpretation is hard, since changing one proportion will change others!

•  similarly, LASSO selection is hard to interpret!

•  cannot simply calculate Pearson’s correlation between two taxon!

•  The constrain can be removed by simply leaving one covariate out of the 
regression!

•  still not ideal because results depend on which to leave out!

•  The complications of the data may or may not be serious, depending on data!



Variable Selection with linear 
constraint!

•  Better interpretations than LASSO, with the “help” of sum-to-one constrain!

•  Lin (Biometrika 2014) developed an algorithm to solve (6), using coordinate descent and 
augmented Lagrangian.!



Correlation between strains!

•  Due to sum-to-one constrain, false correlations may be observed for proportional data, especially 
when dominant taxon exists!

•  Only when means are the same for all taxa, there is no false correlation.!

•  Friedman (2012) and Y. Chao (unpublished): iterative procedure for calculating correlations for 
compositional data, by assuming that number of taxa is larger and true correlation network is sparse.!



•  52 common genera;10-fold cross-validation; 50 bootstrapped samples!

•  showing edges that appear in over 70% bootstrap runs!



Some thoughts!
•  batch effect?!

•  transforming proportions into ranks?!

•  sampling zeros vs structural zeros?!

•  how to integrate microbiome data with clinical/
health data?!

•  functionality/pathways associated with bacteria 
genes/variants?!



•  Thank you!


